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Sometimes great adventures start in
unusual ways. When Bill Stead
restarted Unlimited air racing in
1964, I became fully committed to

the sport. In a few years, the
interest and participation
in air rac- ing had really
grown and there were se-
veral other races be-
sides Reno. T h u s ,
when I got no- t i c e
from Darryl Gre-
enamyer and his
team that they
were going to create
a 1000-mile air race
at Mojave Airport, I
got thinking.

One-thousand-miles is
a challenging figure. I start-
ed thinking about my faith-
ful purple Mustang, I knew she
needed some engine work and
worried that the Merlin might
not be capable of “going the
course.” Also, I began jotting down
facts and figures and was soon con-
vinced that the Mustang might, per-
haps, not be the ideal aircraft for that
grueling event.

If not a Mustang, then what
sort of aircraft would
be an ideal com-
petitor? The
majority of
the sin-

Super Snoopy turns into a pylon during the Mo-
jave 1000. Because of the layout of the course,
Clay flew the DC-7BF from the right seat.

RECALLING THE WORLD’S LARGEST
AND MOST POWERFUL UNLIMITED

Clay wanted this illustration to appear in our special Speed edition. “During the early
1970s, we had all sorts of ideas for creating new Unlimited racers,” recalled Clay. “Using components from some WWII fighters as
well as a new-build swept-wing and tail, this concept would have had a mid-fuselage Merlin, something like the P-63.”
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I got on the phone and called by old
pal Allen Paulson, perhaps the ultimate
used four-engine aircraft salesman. 

“Al, how many DC-7s do you have at
the moment?” I asked.

“Three,” was Al’s immediate reply.
“Plus, the best one is parked over at
Burbank Airport right by you.”

I then told Al what I had in mind
and he became extremely enthusiastic. I
had about 1000-hrs on the DC-7 with
United and knew everything the aircraft
could or could not do. “I’m on board,
and I want to be the copilot,” said Al.

Then it was out to Burbank. This was
1970 and there were still lots of old four-
engine Propliners scattered around
southern California airfields. We

did an external examina-
tion of the plane

modified with wet wings — such as
Sherm Cooper’s Sea Fury Miss Merced.
With the extra internal fuel, Sherm could
run high power and not have to worry
about landing to refuel.

We could carry over 5000-gallons of
fuel for the flight so stopping for fuel was
not a consideration. When we presented
the idea to Darryl, he liked it because he
knew entering such a “non-racer” in the
event would generate lots of publici-
ty — and it did! However, he
knew that the DC-7
would cause
turbu-

are having Clover Field’s runway torn up
to reduce length to 3500-ft in an attempt
to ban jets from operating. They have
also announced plans to completely close
the airfield in a few more years. With all
this is going on, the City of Santa
Monica has also put forth plans for a gala
event to celebrate the field’s 100th
anniversary. Certainly bureaucratic
hypocrisy at its best.)

Once the painting was done, we head-
ed to Mojave where we did the publicity

work and also check-

big to fly that low around the course. I
knew that, in many ways, the -7 would be
ideal. It handles extremely well and the
control forces are very reasonable. Joe
Matos would be our flight engineer so we
would not have to worry about constantly
monitoring gauges. Because of the turns, I
would fly from the right seat while Al
would take the left.

When the day of the race came, there
were 20 competitors and a very good
crowd of spectators. The line-up really
looked impressive. We had run
into hardly any problems but
the FAA did have to
waive the  21,000-lb

impressive and the transport thundered
down the Mojave runway throw-
ing up a large rooster tail of
dirt and sand. Once in
the air,

we immediately settled into our planned
race course. I was going to keep low and
keep tight on the pylons and I did just that.
Joe was monitoring the engines and we did
not have problems with those R-3350s.

Once settled down, our main concern
was to watch for passing traffic. We also
had the pleasure of passing several of the
single-engine fighters and I could get a
glimpse of a startled pilot as the huge
shadow the DC-7 covered his aircraft.
With all those planes in the air, there was
turbulence, but since the DC-7 is so big
and heavy it went through the turbulence
as if it were not there.

Al was keeping track of the number of
laps and we were, of course, in communi-
cation with our ground crew. We had air
conditioning so that made the flight pret-
ty comfortable both Al and I were having
a great deal of fun. It was pretty neat
looking out the right cockpit window and
seeing that long wing with two R-3350s
go sliding past a pylon.

g r o s s
w e i g h t

limitations on
Unlimited racers.

Al and I had planned
out the race to not run above
METO power (Maximum Except

Take-Off) for the race. The engines
appeared good on our inspection but we
did not want to take any unnecessary
chances. Our G load would be limited to
2.2Gs while I had planned on flying an
average 60- to 70-degree bank.

With the DC-7BF empty of any cargo,
when the throttles were brought up to
takeoff power the acceleration was 

ed out the course,
which was about 15-mi in

length and had ten pylons (the
race would encompass 66 laps).

Of course, I was immediately besieged 
by experts telling me the plane was too 

and the old -7 lo-
oked pretty good. 

She was a freighter — a 
DC-7BF — registered N759Z and
had last seen regular service with

American Airlines. Of course, the cru-
cial items were the engines. We got into
the cockpit and started up the R-3350s
and they seemed to run good, with good
temps and pressures.

Al and I checkout out the competi-
tion and we felt that most competition
would come from aircraft that had been 

lence — lots
of it — and he

voiced concerns
that some of the pilots

might complain about that fact.
Time was getting a bit critical — the

race would be a one-day affair held on 15
November 1970 — so once we made sure
the plane was capable of flight (Al had
repossessed the plane when the previous
operator fell behind on payments), we
flew her over the hill to Santa Monica
Airport where she received a six-foot
Snoopy on the rudder and all her other
markings — including my personal Race
64 number. (EDITOR’S NOTE: It is
interesting to reflect that while this was
being written, Santa Monica city officials

gle-engine fighters would need refueling
stops and those stops eat up time — no
matter how well trained the ground crew.


